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DECORATIVE CONCRETEThe Versa-Crete Decorative Micro-Topping System will 
transform your old stained and cracked concrete into “Like 
New” condition while also providing a wide range of beautiful 

finishes.  Versa-Crete uses revolutionary technology to create a 
permanent bond to your existing concrete while also creating a 
thin decorative coating that is harder and more resilient than most 
concrete.  Just select your favorite finish and have it installed to your 
existing concrete floor without the need for doing expensive removal 
of your existing concrete.

The many different patterns and textures offered by the Versa-Crete 
System are designed to provide you with the luxurious look of stone, 
marble, slate, tile or it can even be applied in a uniform Knockdown or 
Broom Finish.    

Versa-Crete is available in more than 18 standard integral colors and 
stains, making it ideal to use in any area.

And best of all, you don’t have to worry about the Versa-Crete 
bubbling or popping off when the LIFETIME PRIMER and Adhesion 
Aggregate are used.  That’s because the LIFETIME PRIMER utilizes 
proprietary “Wicking Technology” that penetrates deep into the 
existing concrete surface to provide a tenacious bond able to 
withstand at least 8 Lbs of Moisture Vapor Emissions.

Economical Knockdown Texture: The Knockdown pattern is a very 
economical way to really improve the appearance of your old concrete 
surface. The Knockdown texture is designed to create a uniform flat textured 
surface that is pleasant to look at while remaining cooler than standard 
concrete.  Bare feet are only in contact with about 60% of the surface when 
walking on it which makes it feel cooler.   
         
Stenciled Patterns:   Versa-Crete is designed to let you be as creative 
as you want, have your installer use our grout tape to design any pattern 
you desire or use pre fabricated stencils that come in patterns ranging from 
Brick to Ashlar Slate. The Versa-Crete Stenciled Concrete Overlay System will 
transform your worn, aged concrete floor into a beautiful simulated pattern 
of your choosing. You can also select from several different texture techniques 
ranging from chatter trowel, orange peel texture, skip trowel or knockdown 
texture to create the desired stone or tile effect. Your installer can also 
combine the finished look with our Reactive Versa-Stain to give it an ultimate 
custom finish.

Smooth Finish: The Versa-Crete Smooth Finish is designed to provide 
a thin decorative smooth concrete finish over your existing concrete floor.  
Your installer can transform the look of a worn, aged concrete floor into the 
luxurious look of a smooth hard trowel finish or one that replicates the same 
look as a polished concrete floor. 

Weathered Finish: The Versa-Crete Weathered Finish transforms the look 
of your worn concrete floor into the luxurious look of a smooth weathered 
concrete floor. Your installer achieves the weathered look by layering the 
Versa-Crete using the colors you choose and they can even create more color 
movement and old world charm by using the Reactive Versa-Stain over it 
before applying the final protective sealer.

Advantages:
· Lifetime Adhesion Warranty available.

· Creates hard abrasion resistant surface.

· Excellent moisture and freeze thaw   

   resistance.

· Economical.

· Easy to install.

· Decorative.

· Low maintenance.

· Durable.
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